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Good morning, I am Andreas Skourtis, a practicing architect
and scenographer, and lecturer in scenography at the Royal
Central School of Speech and Drama –University of London.
In 2015 I founded, and I am artistic director of, Performing
Architectures, a London based company that works
internationally, and creates architectural, theatrical and
scenographic spaces, merging practice and research through
creative interdisciplinary laboratories.
In my creative practice, and teaching practice, in the process of
developing and creating three-dimensional scenographic
places, I focus a lot on how to use different architectures as
scenography tools. I always try to use as much as possible, and
whenever I can, a space (a rehearsal room – or a studio
theatre- a field) as a live 'drawing board'; and the bodies of the
director, the scenographer and the actors, and sometimes
some animated materials, as 'pencils'.
I learn by listening the space, and I always try to inform my
teaching with that learning.
During research and development for a public production of A
Midsummer Night's Dream I designed last year at Central, I
read an article by Peter Brook, from which the following quote
is:

A Midsummer Night’s Dream, The Royal Central School of Speech and Drama 2017, photos from rehearsals
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‘…in the visual arts, ‘concept’ now replaces all the qualities of hard-earned skills of execution
and development. In their place, ideas are developed as ideas, as theoretical statements that
lead to equally intellectual statements and discussions in their place. The loss is not in words
[or in drawings] but in the draining away of what only comes from direct experience, which
can challenge the mind and feeling by the quality it brings’.
Peter Brook on A Midsummer Night’s Dream: a cook and a concept’, The Guardian, 15.04.2013

I strongly felt I found in these lines an approach that will help
me to continue articulating what I often try to do as a
practitioner and educator; But, from that ‘feeling’ to an
articulate ‘academic paper’, there is a lot of distance.
I am not there yet So,
I will share some thoughts on this with you in the next fifteen
minutes, and some images, and I will keep sharing the same
thoughts with my students too.
Teaching is only a generous sharing of practice and experience,
and thoughts, in a dynamic and always evolving way.
A sharing of experimentation, process and reflection.
Some important learning, comes from participating in all shorts
of direct experiences, such as the fact that we are all in this
space, here, now.
I hope what I say will make some sense, but my real hope is
that the images themselves, more than what I am saying, will
speak to you some fragments from stories in which ‘direct
experience has challenged the mind and feelings’.

So,
What are the qualities 'direct experience of working in the
actual space' can bring in scenography practices and training,
that speculative designs cannot?
Is 'direct use of space' a 'skill'? How can it become more often a
part of educational platforms?
How can we help students, young practitioners and ourselves
to further develop and practice that part of the extended
design and scenography 'toolbox'?

PaperRoll Scenography is a creative research workshop I started
for fun in 2013, and I had never suspected how long it would
last for. A spatial exercise in which a space, the bodies of the
participants and few rolls of paper, are the main tools in the
live creation of a scenographic place.
Visual documentation of what happens in the space, becomes
a scaled-down representation of a real outcome that has been
already created in scale 1:1.
The design process is somehow reversed. The creative process
starts from what usually is the end.

PaperRoll Scenography workshop, RCSSD 2017

PaperRoll Scenography workshop, MA Advanced Theatre Practice – Scenography Cluster, RCSSD 2016

‘Performing’ or ‘Drawing’ ?

This is a photo of a 1:1 scale 'drawing board', in which
scenographers are performers and audience at the same time;
their 'scenography toolbox' -including the direct experience of
the space itself, and not an idea or a representation of it- is
active in full. They are not 'actors performing' but Active
Scenographic Bodies, enacting in real-time and real-space a
scenographic concept part of which comes from the space
itself and the way it is used.
Their bodies are ‘drawing tools’, the process is ‘drawing in
space’.
A three-hours workshop can only be a fragment of a design
process and working in real space for the whole duration of a
project can be logistically difficult and the costs very high.
A two-weeks use of public spaces in the Swiss Cottage Library
in 2014, helped me explore more, the qualities the same
methodology can bring in a longer project.
The Immersive Performance Project, at Central, brings together
first year students from four different specialist courses on BA
Theatre Practice; Design for Stage, Performance Arts, Sound
Design and Lighting Design. On that year, instead of hiring a site
outside the school as we usually do, we have accepted an
invitation from the library for collaboration.

They have accepted back my proposal to use all their public
spaces -during opening times- for two weeks, and this sounded
a perfect scenario for experimenting with use of space. When I
first told the students, they were terrified and cross with me;
they would need to come face-to-face with huge restrictions
such as silence, library politics, visitors walking around, walls
they could not paint on – and everything that comes together
with a space of that nature.
They did use a model-box as a working tool during research
and development, but they were experimenting for the final
weeks in the space in scale 1:1. The space itself was 'talking' to
them and they were 'listening’.
The extreme restrictions, the identity of the space that could
not be altered, the interaction with invited and not-invited
visitors and audiences, were some parts of the direct
experience with a space, that proved to be a great learning
curve, and at the end, the outcome of 'A Day of Performances'
in the library was very much celebrated.

Students worked on a small budget and used very few
materials. The size of the space and the directness of the
experience helped them understand and practice on the use of
scenographic tools that are often ignored –or impossible to
include- in drawings and model-boxes. And they have started to
understand the impact some of these choices have in live
performance.

After that first little experiment, I decided to apply the same
structure in the same space with postgraduate students. For
the whole duration of a ten-weeks-long workshop; without
having a contextual starting point or stimulus, other than the
real space itself.
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The Scenography Cluster is part of the unit ‘Multidisciplinary
Practices’ on MA Advanced Theatre Practice. It runs in the first
term of the year and it is usually selected by a small cohort of
students with diverse backgrounds and specialisms. Most
participants do not have a ‘design background’, and very rarely
someone will come with excellent drawing and visualisation
techniques. This makes it a perfect case study on how to
introduce-to and train in performance design and scenography,
working upon the direct use of a space, and not by focusing in
the use of visualisation skills.
It is also very much about working with curating the already
existing, the found dramaturgies, and designing the invisible.
There is no given stimulus, students first action is the simplest
action of direct experience: to visit the space, to stay in the
space for as long they want. To wait until an idea or a concept
starts emerging from the space itself.
One of the main objectives is to re-define, establish and expand
a Scenographic Toolbox. The space, their own bodies, and living
in that space, are the tools to start with.

Scenography Custer 2013, New Studio

‘…Contemporary scenography performance
design can be ‘built’ or ‘thought’; it
includes ‘invisible’ designs, scenographies
that are not physically constructed. For
example, in site specific performances or
performances that include spatial journeys
through found space – scenography is not
built, but almost ‘curated’ – created
through specific choices of space and
spacing that answers to specific
dramaturgical need. This is when
scenographer ‘thinks the space’…’
Sodja Lotker, in: ‘INTERSECTION: INTIMACY AND SPECTACLE’, Prague Quadrennial 2011,
‘GLOSSARY’ p.92

Thinking the Space / Experiencing the Space / Enacting Scenography

One of the main objectives is to re-define, establish and expand
a Scenographic Toolbox. The space, their own bodies, and living
in that space, are the tools to start with.
Starting point: Architecture, Finishing line: Scenography
Starting point: Real Time, Finishing line: Dramatic Time
Starting point: Space, Finishing line: Performance Place
The vessel for these itineraries of transformation:
A Residency, a long direct experiencing and inhabiting of a
space.

Swiss Cottage Library
Residency

This is not a photo entering a designed performance. It is
entering the space, at a random time, thus entering and
experiencing a random fragment of an existing ‘everyday life
dramaturgy’, and in particular: a group of elderly people and
the wonderful scenography of a tai-chi session in the atrium of
the library.

Fragments of a designed performance. Designed in-situ,
performed at the same time it is designed, or designed at the
same time it is performed.
The Scenography Toolbox fully expanded, Active Scenographic
Bodies of scenographers and visitors celebrating the library’s
50th birthday, all together in a direct experience of a shared
scenographic landscape
Natural light as Scenography Tool.
A Doll’s House, a staging inspired by the space of the basement
archives.
These are only a few pieces of visual documentation, from a
large number of ‘performance fragments’ students in the
scenography cluster have devised in 2015, 2016 and 2017
during the Swiss Cottage Library Residencies.
Designers, directors and performers, enacting together
scenographic choices in real time and space, learning from the
qualities that direct experience in the space has added in their
toolbox.

Re-thinking Use of Space through in-situ devised scenography exercises, has been an
extremely useful methodology in various activities with Performing Architectures.
Especially if, and when, space can be easily accessible and affordable, as in the previous
example.
Partnerships and ‘support in kind’ can work well.
And I tried a similar methodology and structure in 2016 in a collaboration with the
National Theatre of Northern Greece. Combining the PaperRoll workshops and the Swiss
Cottage Library Residency we did a three-day long workshop ending with a public
performance. NTNG offered the use of their main building and some basic technical
equipment, I offered myself and rolls of paper. Participants were selected through an open
call.

The starting point was again the space itself, enter the space and don’t talk for thirty
minutes – was the welcome exercise. Establishing the direct experience in the actual space
as the first step in the creative process.
A multidisciplinary team of fifteen young practitioners –directors, architects, performers,
choreographers, performance designers- used the space as a scale 1:1 model-box.
Their bodies and few materials were again the drawing tools.
Each one of them, and all together, were scenographers. Directly composing, drawing
upon contexts that were stimulated by the space and their direct presence in it.

1:25 / 1:1

‘design skills’

Shared Scenography

Designer / Scenographer

Scenography Director

To wrap-up,
the appreciation of the direct experience being in a space,
learning what to ‘read’ and what to ‘listen’ from a space,
developing methods in which real space is included in the creative process,
are 'design skills’.
Not being afraid to start from ‘knowing nothing’,
Not being afraid of ‘not knowing what to do’
To be able to embrace failure,
To be able to become the ‘audience’ of an experience at the same time you design it,
To be able to experience how time feels, rather than to only assume how it would feel,
Are some of the important learning outcomes, space and direct experience can help us
achieve.

Not only in empty warehouses but in theatre buildings too – even though a little bit more
expensive!
Scale 1:1 always beautifully informs scale 1:25.

Designers, scenographers, performers, directors, dramaturgs, we all practice
scenography.
Scenography is an obviously shared practice.
The scenographic toolbox is continuously and wonderfully expanding.
The pedagogical practices in scenography too.
The scenographic 'skill-set' needs to become even more holistic, even more
multidisciplinary, even more direct, even more shared.
A final thought, to close with:

I am an architect, designer, performer, director, educator,
curator, scenographer.
When composing scenographic places, I keep discovering the
value of direct experience in the creative process,
and I keep devising educational activities through which I can
share that learning.
Sometimes (very rarely) I only do the part of scenography the
designer ‘usually’ does.
Sometimes (more often) I also do parts of scenography the
director ‘usually’ does.
This is when I identify myself as a Scenography Director.
Thank you.

